
DONALD M. JAMES SELF-DISCHARGING 
BULK CARRIER
The start of 2020 is remembered for a myriad of reasons, but for those 
in the marine industry, the International Maritime Organization’s IMO 
2020 rule is likely a frontrunner. Taking effect on January 1, 2020, the 
rule lowered the allowable amounts of sulfur discharge from exhaust 
systems from the previous 3.5% m/m to 0.5% m/m. Vulcan Materi-
als Company was one of many companies facing the impact of this 
change on its 751-foot bulk carrier, the Donald M. James. To meet the 
new requirements, the company utilized a scrubber system to take the 
exhaust fumes and filter the sulfur out through various water tanks. 
To protect these tanks, a pin-hole-free, high-performance lining, was 
required. 

When the original coatings systems on the scrubber tanks experienced 
early failures, Vulcan Materials knew they needed another solution. 
With the help of Wilhelmsen Ship Management (WSM), the team set 
out to find the right coatings system for the job and reached out to 
Tnemec and the local agency in Alabama, SteelCon Coatings Systems. 

SteelCon was able to work with WSM to quickly provide a project 
specification for the vessel’s tanks in the short time frame the ship 
was docked. Understanding the urgency and knowing most vinyl ester 
coatings are “made to order”, Tnemec was able to speed up the man-
ufacturing timeline to help the Donald M. James get off the dock and 
back to work. 

The specification included a complete vinyl ester system using Tnemec 
VINESTER 1407, 1436, and 1416. The team also added fiberglass chop 
strand mats to areas that typically see coating failures for added pro-
tection. 

“We made sure to have a Tnemec NACE Certified Coatings Inspector 
onsite throughout the duration of the application of the first tank to 
ensure the coatings were applied to specification,” said Andy Margarit, 
Sales Director, Marine at Tnemec. “The vessel captain, WSM, TAM 
Services, and Tnemec worked together to apply the extremely techni-
cal system, all while navigating the small confines inside the tanks. It 
was quite a feat.”

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Series 1407 Vinester
Series 1436 Vinester
Series 1416 Vinester

(above) The Donald M. James barge is ready 
to get back on the water after an interior and 
exterior upgrade thanks to Tnemec coatings.
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Location
Mobile, Alabama

Completion Date
February 2022
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Vulica Shipping Co Ltd
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TAM Services – Houston, TX
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PROJECT NAME (CONTINUED)

First, Tnemec VINESTER 1407 was applied on the tank welds and 
then a full coat of 1407 was applied to the entire tank. Next, a coat 
of Tnemec VINESTER 1436, a premium grade novolac vinyl ester with 
glass flakes in the lining was applied at 25-30 mils and immediately 
embedded with a corrosion-resistant fiberglass chop strand mat. The 
reinforcing mat was wetted with VINESTER 1416, a pure novolac vinyl 
ester, referred to in the business as a saturant coat. A coat of 1436 at 
25-30 mils was then applied three feet up the bulkheads and the floor 
was completed with the coating/mat and saturant system. To finish the 
tanks, 1436, in a bright white finish, improving visibility in the enclosed 
space, was applied over the entire surface as the final protective layer. 

The project took a total of two weeks to complete. Within that time, 
more than 400 gallons of made-to-order high performance coatings 
were installed on the scrubber tanks. Despite the challenges many 
coatings companies were facing in supplying vinyl ester systems, 
Tnemec was able to deliver the coatings directly from the manufactur-
ing plant in Kansas City to the ship docks in Mobile, Alabama, avoiding 
delays in freight transit time. This kept the project on track allowing the 
vessel to leave the port on time. The Donald M. James is now back at 
work, transporting limestone aggregate between Mexico and the US 
Gulf Coast. 

(above) The Donald M. James barge is ready 
to get back on the water after an interior and 
exterior upgrade thanks to Tnemec coatings.
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